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Abstract

This paper is based on expert discussions on how airport capacity could be improved to benefit the
users of aviation, without building new airport infrastructure. These discussions took place at a
Roundtable meeting of 34 experts1 held in Querétaro, Mexico in March 2017. Roundtable
participants took a view that any congested airport represents a market failure with rents accruing
either to airlines and/or elsewhere along the value chain. Administrative slot allocation, while it can
help achieve particular connectivity outcomes, cannot allocate capacity in a market efficient way.
Allocating capacity through market based instruments such as slot auctioning can achieve that goal,
but it currently is both technically and politically difficult to implement without creating significant
disruption to the network. The distributive impacts of slot allocation regimes and any trade-offs
from potential changes to them thus need to be considered by policy makers before deciding on any
capacity allocation measures. Participants agreed that a multi-faceted approach is needed to improve
welfare of aviation users, which in particular needs to take advantage of technological change in the
sector.
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Capacity Building through Efficient Use of Existing Airport Infrastructure

Key findings
Airports, airlines, air navigation service providers, and regulators should pursue all possible
technical innovations to improve utilisation of available airport capacity. Collaborative decision-making
is critical to this. Improving capacity utilisation, however, is very unlikely to deal with the long-term
capacity challenge at congested airports. Ultimately the only credible solution to alleviating chronic
capacity constraints is through long-term planning and investment in new infrastructure.
Any airport that becomes a Worldwide Slot Guidelines (WSG) Level 32 congested airport indicates
market failure. Insufficient capacity at such airports causes rents to accrue to airlines, airports and
elsewhere along the value chain, which results in higher ticket prices for the users. Such airports also
often suffer from delays and resilience issues.
At airports where capacity constraints are imposed by the policy-maker to reduce the adverse
impacts of aviation, predominantly noise and air pollution, technological improvements can help relax
constraints. Policy changes in response to innovation will incentivise the industry to improve further, for
example in reducing aircraft noise.
The majority of congested airports that follow the WSG have their slots allocated to airlines by an
independent slot coordinator who applies a set of administrative principles guiding the allocation. This is
the system at all congested airports in Europe. But in the USA, apart from a few high-profile exceptions,
congested airports do not have an administrative slot allocation mechanism imposed on them.
Slot auctions, to allocate slots to the airlines that value them most, are still very uncommon.
However, there are exceptions: the Civil Aviation Administration of China tried slot auctioning in 2015
and Mexican competition law provides for a proportion of slots at the hub airport in Mexico City to be
auctioned every year – a mechanism that is yet to be used in practice.
Capacity management can also be used as a tool for striking a balance between maximising
available capacity and minimising the negative impacts of running close to capacity on punctuality and
resilience. While managing scarce capacity through either administrative slot allocation or market-based
instruments cannot increase capacity at airports, it can be used to distribute slots to those airlines that
extract highest value from using the slot or to help achieve particular government policy objectives, for
example increasing domestic or long-haul air connectivity or enhancing competition.
An administrative allocation of slots will always create winners and losers. In particular,
grandfathering of landing rights at airports where slots are allocated to the benefit of incumbent airlines
makes it difficult for new entrants to start operations when there is no prospect of significant capacity
coming on-stream. Who wins and who loses from slot allocation needs to be considered carefully by
policy makers from the point of view of maximising welfare for society.
Where airport capacity is managed with administrative slot allocation, the experts agreed that the
IATA Worldwide Slot Guidelines have worked, albeit not perfectly. The WSG provide a mechanism that
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seeks to balance the benefits of competition and the benefits of maintaining wide route networks typical
of incumbent hub carriers. Whilst the WSG aim to promote efficiency both from allocating capacity to
those that can make best use of it today and reserving capacity for competitors to drive efficiency in the
future, two specific weaknesses are highlighted: failure to re-allocate some of the existing capacity to
new entrants; and a failure to deliver new capacity to new entrants in practice.
IATA (2017) is currently working with ACI and the Worldwide Airport Coordinators Group on a
Strategic Review of the WSG, to fully take into consideration the interest of airport operators and
passengers. Participants expect the Strategic Review to improve the WSG through the active
participation of states, airlines, airport operators, and slot coordinators.
In terms of economic efficiency, all Roundtable participants agreed that pairing WSGs with
secondary slot trading would go some way towards closing the economic efficiency gap. Some experts
noted that market-based policies such as periodic withdrawal of all or a proportion of slots from
incumbents and auctioning may improve economic efficiency, at the risk however of a potentially
extreme disruption to airline businesses and/or the reallocation of windfall rents. The withdrawal of slots
from incumbents could be particularly problematic wherever airlines have made significant investments
in the airport infrastructure, such as in many airports in the USA. The Mexican approach of reallocating
only a proportion of slots each year could avoid such severe disruption.
In addition to the levers mentioned above, some experts argued that peak pricing should be
considered as a policy option to incentivise the smoothing of demand peaks throughout the operating day
and to reward larger aircraft sizes. This was seen as potentially useful notwithstanding the fact that the
few examples of peak pricing of slots experimented with to date did not produce the desired outcomes.
Airlines are often penalised for using large aircraft through weight-based landing fees at congested
airports, which can result in higher per capita fees for large aircraft. This fee structure originates in
revenue generating price discrimination, appropriate for smaller, uncongested airports but
counterproductive in congested airports.

Policy recommendations


Whilst governments should act cautiously and avoid intervention unless there are strong
reasons for it, airports, airlines, air navigation service providers, and regulators need to pursue
all possible technical innovations to improve the utilisation of airport capacity. Collaborative
decision-making is critical to achieving optimal outcomes.



Governments should consider policies improving air connectivity alongside all impacts of air
transport, in particular in terms of noise and air pollution impacts on local communities.



Governments should constantly re-evaluate caps on aircraft movements that are designed to
contain noise impacts, as technological improvements make it possible to reduce noise
nuisance while allowing for more aircraft operations.



IATA WSG should continue to evolve to facilitate more efficient use of scarce airport capacity,
ultimately benefitting passengers and other users of aviation. Authorities should ensure that the
rules are applied in practice as intended.
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Any system of slot allocation at congested airports needs to take account of the potential
benefits of competition. When slots are allocated to new entrants they should be in sufficient
quantity to support viable business models.



The potential to use primary slot auctioning to improve welfare outcomes at congested airports
should not be ruled out. To make decisions on primary slot auctioning, the transfer of rents
needs to be considered explicitly, and steps taken to avoid excessive disruption to incumbent
airlines.



Secondary slot trading should be allowed and facilitated for more efficient utilisation of
capacity.



Congested airports should eliminate price discrimination against large aircraft wherever such
discrimination is present.
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Glossary of terms

A-CDM – Collaborative Decision Making
ACI – Airports Council International, trade association for the world’s airport operators, see:
www.aci.aero/
ATC – Air Traffic Control
ATMs – Air Transport Movements, the numbers of arrivals and departures at an airport
CAA – Civil Aviation Authority of the United Kingdom, see: www.caa.co.uk/home/
CADM – Co-ordinated Arrival Departure Management
DBS – Distance Based Separation, an air traffic management technique where aircraft arriving at an
airport are separated by measures of distance, as opposed to time
DFS – Deutsche Flugsicherung GmbH, the company in charge of air traffic control in Germany, fully
owned by the Federal Republic of Germany, see: www.dfs.de/dfs_homepage/en/
DGAC - Direction Générale de l’Aviation Civile - French Civil Aviation Authority, see: www.dgac.fr/
DLR – German Aerospace Centre, national centre for aerospace, energy and transportation research of
the Federal Republic of Germany
EUROCONTROL – European Organisation
www.eurocontrol.int/articles/who-we-are

for

the

Safety

and

Air

Navigation,

see:

FAA – Federal Aviation Administration, see: www.faa.gov/
FACT - Future Airport Capacity Task, reports produced by the FAA analysing the capacity needs of the
US Airport System, see: www.faa.gov/airports/planning_capacity/media/fact3-airport-capacity-needs-inthe-nas.pdf
IATA – International Air Transport Association, trade association for the world’s airlines, see:
www.iata.org/Pages/default.aspx
ICAO – International Civil Aviation Organisation, see: www.icao.int/Pages/default.aspx
IMT – Instituto Mexicano del Transporte, see: www.gob.mx/imt
ITF – International Transport Forum at the OECD, see: www.itf-oecd.org/
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NATS (NATS Holdings) – The main Air Navigation Service Provider in the United Kingdom, see:
www.nats.aero/
Night Curfew – A restriction that can be placed on airports banning flights at certain times of the night
Noise Envelope – Limits on several inputs that create aircraft noise i.e. numbers of people affected, or
times to create an ‘envelope’ to limit noise
OECD – Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, see: www.oecd.org/
PSO – Public Service Obligation, in the European Union governments use a PSO to procure a scheduled
air service on a route that is deemed vital for the economic and social development of the region, but at
the same time it is unprofitable for any airline to operate that route under competitive market conditions
(known as an Essential Air Service in the USA), see: https://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/air/internalmarket/pso_en
Schedule delay – The difference between the time that a passenger wants to fly and the airline schedule
SESAR – Single European Sky ATM Research, the European body to define, develop and deploy what is
needed to increase Air Traffic Management performance, see: www.sesarju.eu/
Slot – In the IATA Worldwide Slot Guidelines, a permission given by a coordinator for a planned
operation to use the full range of airport infrastructure necessary to arrive or depart at a Level 3 airport
on a specific date or time, see: www.iata.org/policy/infrastructure/slots/Pages/slot-guidelines.aspx
TBS – Time Based Separation, an air traffic management technique where aircraft arriving at an airport
are separated by time intervals rather than distance, see: www.nats.aero/tbs/
TDR – Traffic Distribution Rules, government rules to regulate the distribution of traffic between
different airports
Wake Vortex Turbulence – Turbulence which is generated by the passage of an aircraft in flight, see:
www.eurocontrol.int/articles/wake-vortex
WSG – Worldwide Slot Guidelines, a set of standards for the management of airport slots produced by
IATA
member
airlines
and
the
community
of
airport
coordinators,
see:
www.iata.org/policy/infrastructure/slots/Pages/slot-guidelines.aspx
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Introduction
Major airport investments are essential to meeting the growing passenger and cargo demand, but
they are often contentious and controversial.3 The risks and uncertainties, particularly in relation to future
aviation demand, make the decision-making process difficult. Benefits of airport expansion projects are
dispersed and costs, notably noise, are concentrated, which often creates significant opposition to such
developments. And even if such developments are agreed, it takes a very long time to build new airport
infrastructure. Governments and the aviation sector in general are therefore interested in examining how
to improve utilisation of available airport capacity without building new infrastructure.

Scope
Many governments have ambitious plans for building new airports and expanding existing airport
sites, but these developments are often not able to keep pace with rapidly growing aviation demand.
Governments and the aviation sector in general are therefore interested in examining how to improve
utilisation of available airport capacity without building new infrastructure.
A Roundtable organised by the International Transport Forum at the OECD (ITF) in cooperation
with the Instituto Mexicano del Transporte (IMT) brought together transport economists and operational
research experts as well as government and industry representatives to identify effective methods of
dealing with airport capacity constraints within existing airport infrastructure.
The Roundtable reviewed different factors that have an impact on capacity, including:


Physical airside and landside constraints



Airline and airport business models



Government regulation of airport assets



Environmental and other policy constraints

The experts then examined the technological and policy levers that can be used to make the use of
airport capacity more efficient.
Technological levers:


Collaborative Decision Making



Co-ordinated Arrival Departure Management



Implementation of time-based separation, rather than distance-based separation



Better airside and landside coordination through simulation modelling
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Policy levers:


Administrative and market-based capacity management



Eliminating price discrimination against larger aircraft



Redistribution of traffic in multi-airport systems

Air connectivity and airport capacity considerations

Policy makers have an interest in making use of existing airport capacity more efficient insofar this
would benefit the users of aviation and the wider economy. At the heart of these considerations is the
concept of air connectivity (see Box 1). Air connectivity benefits the economy, through facilitating the
movement of goods and services, people, ideas, knowledge and investment. It is thus important for
policy makers to understand both how to improve air connectivity outcomes and how different
government policies and regulations impact air connectivity.
The Roundtable participants were largely in agreement that determining what constitutes an
improved connectivity outcome requires both a careful examination of all dimensions of connectivity but
also some judgment, possibly by the regulator, as well as consensus agreement of all aviation
stakeholders on how to trade different dimensions of connectivity against one another. Increasing
throughput of an airport should be considered in the context of its potential impacts on delays, the level
of passenger service, as well as all socio-economic impacts relating to air transport (see next section).
When establishing standards with respect to delays and the level of service, the implications on the
welfare of passengers need to be taken into account. For example, there may be rationale to
accommodate more flights during Christmas time: an increased supply of available seats would likely
reduce costs for customers who are often willing to get home and the resulting increased delay would
likely be more than offset in terms of passengers’ welfare by the reduced cost and less suppressed
demand. Similarly, there may be a rationale to accommodate more flights at the busiest times of the day
through (if possible) higher values of the declared capacities, as practiced as some Level 3 airports.
These can be compensated by a schedule slack at off-peak hours (Jacquillat and Odoni, 2015a). The
Roundtable participants concluded that this was an important area for potential future research.
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Box 1. Defining and measuring air connectivity
In simple terms, air connectivity is about making travel as easy and affordable as possible,
given the geographical separation involved. Defining and measuring air connectivity is challenging
because it involves scrutinising many different factors that affect it, including terminal and runway
capacity, the quality of the management of airport operations, accessibility of the airport to potential
passengers, and the affordability of travel.
No airport can provide air connectivity unless airlines decide to use it. ITF (2014b) points out
that there are several important factors in the choices airlines make as to which airports to use:
potential market size, ease of market access, advantages of spatial concentration, airport visit costs
and service levels. As the level of air connectivity provided by an airport is a function of airline
operations, the response of airlines to airport investment and pricing strategies and the ways in which
they generate profits from air service markets, these factors are crucial considerations in any air
connectivity analysis.
Scholars and policy makers have suggested many different methods of measuring air
connectivity (see Airports Commission (2013a); Burghouwt and Redondi (2013) for an overview of
different metrics). These range from scrutinising a collection of simple metrics, such as number of
available direct destinations, frequencies, seat capacity on particular routes or average levels of
delay, to more complex connectivity metrics which aim at capturing different dimensions of
connectivity in one index.
Putting aside the pros and cons of these two approaches, what is important for the purpose of
this paper is that connectivity is not a one-dimensional but a multidimensional concept. This implies
that any change to how capacity is utilised needs to be carefully considered through the prism of how
it affects all dimensions of connectivity. For example, allowing more air traffic movements (ATMs)
at an airport, holding all other factors equal, has two apparent impacts on air connectivity. On the
one hand, the number of offered seats and possibly destinations as well as frequencies will increase.
On the other hand, more traffic may increase airside and landside congestion, and in turn increase
average delays and adversely affect resilience of the airport. Furthermore, these delays are spread
around an airport network as delayed aircraft fly onwards creating a spill-over effect.

Air connectivity improvements need to be considered alongside all impacts of air
transport, particularly on local communities
Moreover, any policy change with impact on air connectivity should be considered alongside all
positive and negative impacts relating to air transport – on the travellers, the industry, local communities,
and the local and national economy. Providing stakeholders with information on such impacts can help
increase the level of trust between decision makers, the industry and the local community. The experts
noted that a collaborative approach among all stakeholders was crucial to ensuring that those who are
negatively impacted by any policy changes to improve air connectivity (particularly in terms of increased
noise and air pollution) are adequately compensated.
Such compensation considerations help ensure fairer outcomes and, in consequence, reach
consensus among the stakeholders. One of the challenges for government relates to balancing the
benefits experienced by a large section of the population, passengers and businesses that support the
economic benefits of air travel, against the costs incurred by a relatively small section of the population,
those that live near airports. This conflict is clearly visible during policy debates on most prospective
airport expansion projects, to which local communities are usually, although not always, strident
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opponents. Local stakeholders can wield significant political power, as seen by the difficulties in airport
expansion across the world. To take just one example, the airport in Dusseldorf built a second runway in
1993 for EUR 61 million, however, use of the runway was restricted to the capacity of one runway, due
to the so-called “Angerlandvergleich” – a contract between a number of municipalities, the North Rhine
Westphalia Transport Ministry and the airport company – signed in 1965 (Niemeier, 2013).

Capacity constraints can limit the development of air connectivity
At first glance, capacity constraints do not seem to be a global issue. At the beginning of 2017 only
178 airports globally will be Worldwide Slot Guidelines (WSG) Level 3 congested airports (explained
later in this section) in the summer season of 2018. Although capacity constraints pertain to only 1% of
all commercial airports in the world, it is not surprising that they bite at the most important airports
which provide their countries with the vast majority of the available long-haul destinations. According to
IATA’s WSG Database, 19 out of 31 world’s megacities are served by airports where demand already
exceeds the available capacity (Figure 1).
Figure 1. WSG Level 3 congested airports at world’s megacities

Note: A megacity is defined as a metropolitan area with 10 million or more inhabitants (UN, 2016).
Source: IATA (2017), Airbus (2016), UN (2016).
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National policies stipulate who determines whether an airport is congested, how the determination is
made and, thus, whether or not the slots at a congested airport should be managed. Depending on the
country, there are different ways of establishing capacity. In Mexico and Germany, for example,
establishing airport capacity is a legislative requirement for certain airports. There are also some “slot
controlled” airports in the United States where this is required. In Canada, the capacity of Toronto
International Airport is established by the Minister of Transport. For most airports, however, it is the
airport itself that declares capacity. This can be achieved through consensus with airline representatives,
which is the case, for example, at Amsterdam Schiphol.
The IATA Worldwide Slot Guidelines document (WSG) provides the global air transport
community with a single set of standards for the management of airport slots. The document is reviewed
on a regular basis to keep up with industry and regulatory changes.
The WSG define three levels of airport congestion:


Level 1: airports where the capacity of the airport infrastructure is generally adequate to meet
the demands of airport users at all times.



Level 2: airports where there is potential for congestion during some periods of the day, week,
or season which can be resolved by schedule adjustments mutually agreed between the airlines
and facilitator. A facilitator is appointed to facilitate the planned operations of airlines using or
planning to use the airport.



Level 3: airports where capacity providers have not developed sufficient infrastructure, or
where governments have imposed conditions that make it impossible to meet demand. A
coordinator is appointed to allocate slots to airlines and other aircraft operators using or
planning to use the airport as a means of managing the declared capacity.

In an airport system without capacity constraints or other barriers to entry, competition between
airlines would ensure prices that clear the market, maximise welfare rents and minimise excess profits for
carriers. The Roundtable participants agreed that any airport that becomes a WSG Level 3 congested
airport represents a market failure. When capacity constraints bite, they cause prices to rise and the route
network to become suppressed. Capacity constraints can generate scarcity rents, which accrue along the
air transport value chain, including to airlines and airports. When the passenger demand to fly from or to
a particular airport is greater than the capacity of the airport allows, airlines are able to charge higher
prices to passengers.
There have been several studies into the effect of capacity constraints on prices.4 For example, SEO
Amsterdam Economics and Cranfield University recently estimated that the fare premiums for
passengers in Europe due to capacity restrictions at congested European airports to have cost
EUR 2.1 billion in the year 2014. They are expected to rise to EUR 6.3 billion per year by 2035
(Burghouwt et al., 2017). It is difficult though to establish which factors precisely account for higher
ticket prices, particularly due to lack of data on airport charges vis-à-vis other costs to airlines. There is
also a number of different reasons, apart from market power, why higher ticket prices may be expected at
major congested hub airports (see Starkie, 2006). Airline representatives often argue that most of the
excess economic rents due to congestion do not go to airlines. Moreover, airlines are faced with costs of
congestion too, due to resulting delays and resilience issues, and possibly higher airport charges.
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Under the WSG, incumbent airlines enjoy grandfather rights to slots if they meet certain conditions
of use i.e. they have the right to use a slot in perpetuity as long as they use it at least 80% of the time,
which is known as the “use-it-or-lose-it rule”. The grandfather rights aim to bring stability to the route
network and give airlines certainty of operations at a particular site. This is ensured, however, at the
expense of fostering competition. In Europe, where grandfather rights are enforced, any substantial
acquisition of capacity by new entrants at congested airports is only possible when new capacity
becomes available, except where secondary trading is practised: the WSG stipulates that 50% of
available capacity is to be awarded to new entrants unless requests by new entrants are less than 50%.
Capacity constraints can also affect the number of available connections. Faced with a limited
number of slots and no room to expand, airlines tend to focus on the most profitable routes. These often
are the thickest long haul routes as on these routes airlines can use bigger aircraft and are generally able
to extract higher per passenger profit than on short haul routes. While airlines do use capacity in the most
efficient way, such dynamics can in turn prevent the development of new links, particularly to
destinations which are only emerging in their importance, and affects any potential business
opportunities to these markets. Another potential consequence is crowding out of domestic routes. For a
hub airport, the loss of marginal routes which feed the hub can make it harder for airlines to grow the
route network. At Heathrow, which operates at or near capacity on all days of the year, the total number
of domestic airports served on a daily basis dropped from 17 in 1990 to 8 in 2017, hence adversely
affecting connectivity between regions of the UK and constraining access from the regions to the
national hub.

What can be done to improve air connectivity outcomes?
There generally are three options to improve air connectivity at a congested airport site:


Add physical capacity through building new infrastructure

The Roundtable participants agreed that in most cases airports become WSG Level 3 congested
airports due to the lack of effective long-term planning by the policy maker. As scarce capacity makes it
difficult for new entrants to enter an airport, capacity constraints create scarcity rents which accrue along
the value chain, including to airlines and airports. It is thus important that governments engage in a
consultative process of long-term aviation infrastructure planning to bring relevant stakeholders airports, airlines and local communities and businesses – on-board. The experts agreed that it is
important for the government to create a policy environment, through appropriate regulation of airports
as well as other policies, to foster the delivery of the right kind of infrastructure at the right time.


Increase throughput of existing capacity

The Roundtable participants noted that, while increasing throughput of the existing airport capacity
is desirable, there is an inherent trade-off between increasing throughput of an airport and delay levels at
that airport (and the resulting delays propagating through the system). Any policy intervention to
increase throughput at a congested airport, for example through more efficient use of taxiing capacity and
faster aircraft turnaround times, needs to be considered in the context of rising delays.


Manage within constraints of existing capacity

If increasing an airport’s physical capacity or its throughput is not an option, the experts concluded
that the option of last resort is to consider influencing connectivity outcomes through capacity allocation.
This can be done through slot allocation or through slot auctioning, as well as other capacity-
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management mechanisms such as traffic distribution rules, regulatory change, or incentivising traffic
reallocation in a multi-airport system within a metropolitan area.
As already mentioned in the introduction, this paper focuses on a suite of methods that can be used
to improve air connectivity, and social value that it generates, within existing airport infrastructure.
The Roundtable participants agreed that the aim of improving air connectivity can be effectively
accomplished only if the reasons for airport capacity constraints are identified and when the existing
capacity is defined and measured through the prism of capacity constraints. Only then the considerations
can proceed to defining the toolkit at hand and how effective each of the policy levers may potentially
be, and what unintended consequences each of the policies may have. The following sections of the
paper tackle these issues in turn.

Defining and measuring airport capacity
The participants discussed a selection of approaches to define and measure airport capacity. For
example, Barnhart et al. (2012) define capacity as the number of movements per hour; Uphamet al.
(2003), and Graham and Guyer (1999) - as a function of operational and environmental constraints. More
recently academic research on airport operations tends to focus on the relationship between flight
schedules, airport capacity and how to mitigate delays (Jacquillat and Odoni, 2015b; Zografos et al.,
2017). Mujica et al. (2017) propose defining airport capacity as a function of airline and airport business
models, airport infrastructure, regulations, and capacity caps imposed by the government for
environmental or society-related reasons.
ACI Europe’s position paper on airport capacity (ACI Europe, 2015) defines capacity “as the
practical maximum number of operations that a system can serve within a given period of time” (Young
and Wells, 2011: 428) and as a combination of:


Runway capacity,



Airport geometry,



Terminal capacity,



Apron/stand capacity,



Airspace capacity and



Surface access capacity.

These capacity drivers determine physical airport capacity.
In the USA, the Future Airport Capacity Task (FACT) takes a long-term outlook for airport capacity
of US airports. The third FACT report, FACT 3, was released in January 2015 and uses modelling to
determine which airports will be capacity constrained in the future (FAA, 2015). The results are
underpinned by the Annual Service Volume (ASV) and National Airspace System (NAS)-wide
modelling tools. ASV calculates the yearly demand that results in a given level of average delay in
simulated operations. It considers multiple runway configurations at an airport, weighted by the annual
frequency of occurrence and utilises an annual estimation of weather conditions for each configuration in
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its calculation. The resulting demand-delay curve can be used to estimate the average annual delay that
results at a given level of annual demand.
The NAS-wide simulation uses calculated capacity curves for each airport with adjustments over
time for future fleet mixes. This includes runways, airspace, taxiways and gate constraints. This
simulates 16 demand days with a mix of weather conditions for several scenarios to estimate future
levels of congestion.
In FACT 3, an airport is designated as capacity constrained or congested when the ASV modelling
estimates a delay of 7 minutes or more per flight, and the NAS-wide simulation estimates 30 per cent or
more of the arrival or departure hours at the airport being congested.
Capacity constraints at airports can be broadly divided into two groups: physical constraints and
policy constraints (Table 1).
Table 1. Factors that define the capacity of an airport
Constraints
Physical constraints
Runways
Taxiways
Terminals
Aprons
Airspace
Airport Coordination
Policy constraints
Noise envelopes
Night curfews
Border controls

Security requirements



Description
The length, number and configuration of runways affects the number of ATMs
The layout and number of taxiways to allow aircraft to enter and leave the runway
affects the number of ATMs
The size and layout of the terminal affects the maximum number of passengers that can
be processed per hour
Sufficient and well laid out apron space enables a maximum number of ATMs to be
loaded and unloaded with passengers and cargo per hour
Efficiency of airspace usage to enable aircraft to land and take off affects the maximum
number of ATMs
Co-ordination of the aircraft at the airport affects a maximum number of ATMs
Limits on several inputs that create aircraft noise, e.g. numbers of departures, or times
to create an ‘envelope’ to limit noise
A restriction sometimes placed on airports banning flights at certain times of the night
The level of restrictions placed on passengers and goods at the border, combined with
the processing capability provided, affects the maximum number of passengers and
amount of goods that can be processed per hour
The level of security implemented, combined with the processing capability provided,
affects the maximum number of passengers and amount of goods that can be processed
per hour

Physical capacity constraints

How many aircraft and passengers can be served by an airport is limited by the airport’s physical
infrastructure, i.e. the number and configuration of its runways, aprons, taxiways as well as any
limitations of the airspace.


Policy constraints

Very often the declared capacity of an airport is lower than what physical capacity constraints would
otherwise suggest, due to policy constraints put in place. These include noise envelopes, night curfews,
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air quality limits, border controls and security requirements, which are usually implemented to diminish
the adverse impacts of aviation activity, notably noise and increasing emissions, on local communities.
Box 2 below sets out the limiting factors at the biggest airports in the Netherlands and Mexico –
Schiphol International and Mexico City International Airport.5

Box 2. Declared capacity at Amsterdam Airport Schiphol and Mexico City Airport
Amsterdam Schiphol currently has a declared capacity of 510 000 ATMs. The capacity limit is not set by
Schiphol’s capacity constraints, but by a set of the following noise restrictions imposed upon the airport:


Restricted air space usage (minimum flight levels, strict standard arrival and departure routes);



Limited runway system availability and runway usage at various times of the day (day, evening, night),
notably higher tariffs for night flights and noisy aircraft types;



Regulations on noise-preferential runway usage and ground noise pollution;



Regulations to minimise the number of noise compromised houses and significantly affected individuals.

The annual cap of 510 000 ATMs imposed on the airport is a result of a compromise reached by the
government, business and local stakeholders through the Alders Table, a consultative body tasked with the
formulation of policy recommendations for the development of Schiphol until 2020. In 2008 the Alders Table
advised the Dutch government on how to reconcile the growth of Schiphol Airport with disturbance limitations and
the quality of the living environment.
In contrast, at Mexico City Airport the hourly declared capacity of 61 ATMs is determined by physical, and
not policy, constraints. The separation between the runways at approximately 300 m does not allow for independent
operations. The capacity of the airport is thus constrained by the two runways having to be operated in a segregated
mode, and by the minimum distance between aircraft on a runway requirement.
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What can be done to make more efficient use of existing airport capacity?

The Roundtable participants agreed on several best practices that can foster more efficient use of
existing airport capacity, hence improving welfare of the users of aviation.
There was widespread agreement that airports, airlines, air navigation service providers, and
regulators should pursue all possible technical innovations to improve utilisation of available airport
capacity. Such tools, however, are very unlikely to deal with the full challenge of capacity constraints at
congested airports in the long term. The only credible solution to alleviating capacity constraints is
through long-term planning and investment in new infrastructure.
At the same time, technological improvements can reduce the need for policy restrictions
constraining capacity in order to reduce adverse impacts of aviation activity, predominantly in terms of
noise and air pollution. Such policy considerations could serve as an incentive for the industry to further
reduce aircraft noise.
This section of the paper reviews the following tools that can be used to make the use of airport
capacity more efficient.


Technological levers:
o
o
o
o



Collaborative Decision Making (A-CDM)
Co-ordinated Arrival Departure Management (CADM)
Implementation of time-based separation (TBS), rather than distance-based separation
(DBS)
Better airside coordination through simulation modelling

Policy levers:
o
o
o

Administrative and market-based capacity management
Eliminating price discrimination against larger aircraft
Redistribution of traffic in multi-airport systems

As for using policy levers to allocation capacity, the experts agreed that governments should act
cautiously and avoid intervening in airport capacity allocation unless there are strong reasons for it.

Relaxation of policy constraints on airport capacity due to technological improvements
The participants noted that some of the capacity shortage is due to capacity restricting policies. Such
policies include annual or daily quotas on flights and are generally designed to alleviate some of the
adverse impacts of airports on local communities, particularly in terms of noise and air pollution. CO2
emissions are also an increasingly important consideration. As such, policy restrictions on capacity serve
an important purpose of mitigating adverse impacts of aviation.
Thanks to technological advancements, which enable production of quieter, more environmentally
friendly aircraft, there may be room for relaxing policy constraints on airport capacity. Such an approach
could serve as an incentive for the industry to further reduce aircraft noise.
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For example, the development of quieter aircraft can lead to a review of a noise envelope or a night
curfew. The experts agreed that constant technological developments in this regard make it important for
governments to continue to review caps and limitations imposed on capacity due to the adverse impacts
of noise on populations. On the other hand, communities often expect noise performance to improve with
time (Sustainable Aviation, 2013) and as such noise reduction does not create as much space for
expansion as hoped for by the aviation industry. But that does not exclude a revision of policy constraints
put on airports. Amsterdam Schiphol is a case in point: the airport agreed with the communities and other
stakeholders that any noise reduction thanks to quieter aircraft operations will result in an increase in the
airport’s capacity, but only up to the point at which additional aircraft will generate up to 50% of the
noise that was abated due to better aircraft technology.
There are question marks, however, over how effective the policy reviews of caps imposed on
airport operations may be in practice. The experts noted that the historic trend of aircraft noise reductions
has been slowing down with time, mostly as aircraft manufacturers have been basing their products on
the same frame for over past 40 years (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Development of aircraft noise emissions

Source: Airports Commission (2013b)

Technology to improve efficiency of airports
The Roundtable participants discussed different technological advancements that can help increase
the existing physical capacity of airports, including:





Collaborative Decision Making (A-CDM)
Co-ordinated Arrival Departure Management (CADM)
Implementation of time-based separation (TBS) rather than distance-based separation (DBS)
Better airside and landside coordination through simulation modelling
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Collaborative Decision Making (A-CDM)
A-CDM6 is a tool which provides accurate and timely information on the pre-departure sequence
consisting of stand, push back, taxi, holding, queuing and take-off (Figure 3). A-CDM uses a live ground
radar feed of aircraft positions to give a pinsharp picture of airport operations. This picture is distributed
to all relevant parts of the airport: air traffic management, ground handlers, gate operators and aircraft
operators. Collaboration between these parties leads to reduced congestion on the aprons and taxiways,
better gate utilisation, reduced fuel burn, optimal use of ground handling resources and reduced waiting
times for passengers. NATS state that the A-CDM implementation at Heathrow has increased capacity
by one aircraft movement every two hours and A-CDM is fully implemented at 22 different airports
across Europe.7
Figure 3. The pre-departure sequencing process

Source: NATS

Co-ordinated Arrival Departure Management (CADM)
Another tool to more efficiently manage arrivals at mixed mode runways is Co-ordinated Arrival
Departure Management (CADM). Air Traffic Control decides on the sequencing of aircraft arriving at an
airport based on safety and efficiency reasons. However, the spacing between arrivals is not always
optimal for smooth transitions between departures and arrivals. The CADM system creates an
appropriate, automatic tailoring of arrival gaps, taking into account the departure traffic, i.e. queuing
aircraft on the ground. This can improve throughput and reduce delays. Simulation runs of two and a half
hours at Frankfurt Airport by the German Aerospace Centre (DLR) (Böhme et al., 2007) showed an
average increase in departures per hour and maximum overall throughput per hour when CADM was
used (Table 2).
Table 2. CADM can provide significant improvements to efficient airport infrastructure use
(throughput per hour depending on whether CADM used)
Mean departures per hour

Mean arrivals per hour

21.41
18.97

31.25
31.43

Coordinated
Uncoordinated
Source: Böhme et al. (2007)
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Maximum overall
throughput per hour
54
52
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Time based separation
Traditionally aircraft arrivals had been separated by distance required between aircraft. Time Based
Separation (TBS), however, enables separation of aircraft by time instead. This is particularly effective at
mitigating the negative effects on the landing rate of headwinds at an airport. Headwinds can cause
delays when runways are operating at full, or close to full utilisation. This is because, compared to
operations in still conditions, the groundspeed of the aircraft is reduced by the headwind. Since in a DBS
the distance between aircraft needs to remain fixed, the time between aircraft landing on a runway
becomes longer, reducing throughput and causing delays at peak times. Time Based Separation allows
the distance between aircraft to be adjusted for the headwinds so that the aircraft landing rate is not
reduced.
Air traffic management is an area where much progress has been made in the past and the experts
agreed that it could still provide efficiency gains in the future. Increasing efficiency of air traffic
management is at the heart of SESAR8 - the European body to define, develop and deploy what is needed
to increase ATM performance – or its US equivalent, NextGen9.
As part of the Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) project to improve Air Traffic
Management, NATS have been operating Time Based Separation (TBS) since March 2015 at Heathrow,
where in 2014, wind was accountable for 44% of all delays. The implementation of TBS led to an
average 62% reduction in wind-related Air Traffic Flow Management delays and allowed for 2.6
additional ATMs per hour to be operated in strong winds (NATS, 2015).
TBS is mandated to be in operation at Europe's busiest airports by 2024. A key feature of TBS is
that it uses downlinked real time live wind data from the aircraft to dynamically calculate the headwind
effect on final approach and determine the optimal safe wake vortex spacing between aircraft. Separation
indicators are provided to controllers to assist with managing final approach separations. Before
implementing TBS at Heathrow, NATS and EUROCONTROL conducted real time simulations to
develop algorithms, assess controller workload and validate benefits. They also studied the arrival paths
of over 150 000 aircraft at London Heathrow, using state of the art equipment to accurately measure the
behaviour of aircraft wake vortices. This helped to inform the safety case for the introduction of TBS.
Aircraft are separated by distance when coming in to land to ensure they do not suffer turbulent
effects caused by wake vortices from the aircraft in front. Wake vortices are turbulence that forms behind
an aircraft when it passes through the air, particularly at the wing tips which make up most of the effect.
The distance between two aircraft is normally determined by their respective sizes and weight. Size and
weight determine into which one of six main wake vortex categories an aircraft belongs. The required
distance between aircraft at landing is then determined through that classification. Separating aircraft by
time instead of distance offers the potential to reduce these separations and therefore increase the number
of aircraft able to land on a runway.
In the European Union, the European Wake Vortex Re-categorisation (RECAT-EU) will soon
replace the six categories mentioned above with a new, more optimised categorisation to more accurately
reflect the size of the vortex created and effect it causes. This re-categorisation will enable the separation
distance between aircraft to be reduced and thus improve the landing rate.
In the years to come, ‘pairwise separation’ will replace the categorisation of aircraft in RECAT- EU
and create specific categories for over 96 aircraft types, refining further separation distances. ‘Optimised
Runway Delivery’ technology will also be adopted to enable traffic controllers to achieve more efficient
separation between aircraft.
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At Heathrow these improvements are expected to increase the landing rate from 40-45 aircraft per
hour with light headwinds and 32-38 per hour in strong headwinds to 42-47 per hour in light headwinds
and 38-42 in strong headwinds.10
In the USA, NextGen, the FAAs equivalent of SESAR, is utilising similar technologies for airspace.
Herrera et al. (2017) discuss wake vortices and technologies that can be used to increase airport capacity
such as the Aircraft Wake Safety Management tool.

Better airside coordination through application of simulation modelling
Simulation models11 are tools used by transport infrastructure operators and in other fields to
analyse how efficiently people and vehicles flow through a certain space. They use a detailed set of
inputs to explain how the existing infrastructure is set up, and a detailed set of assumptions about how
actors in that system behave. By changing the airport layout and other variables, it is possible to explore
how existing infrastructure can be more effectively utilised. Simulation models can be used to simulate
how passengers move through terminals, how aircraft move through taxiways and how take offs and
landings are sequenced at single and multi-runway airports. Optimisation methods have also the potential
to improve allocation of slots through providing decision makers with information on trade-offs between
increasing capacity and slot allocation efficiency (Zografos et al., 2017). As models are becoming more
detailed and accurate, they are becoming more useful. The experts agreed that airports should continue to
use the latest modelling tools to ensure airport infrastructure usage was optimised.

Policy mechanisms to make more efficient use of existing airport capacity
The Roundtable participants discussed policy mechanisms that can be used to make more efficient
use of existing airport capacity.12

Administrative and market-based capacity management
A slot is generally defined as an authorisation to land or depart an aircraft at a specific time at a
specific airport. One slot is required for a landing and another (at a different time) is required for a takeoff. Sometimes the term slot is used to represent a pair of slots, both for landing and departing. There are
a number of subtleties in defining slots. For example, the actual flight operation might be at a different
(usually later) time than authorised due to adverse weather conditions, need for maintenance or flight
loading delays.
At the heart of slot allocation lies the issue of distributing access to scarce airport capacity at peak
hours of demand. The constraints may arise due to insufficient physical capacity of the airport (e.g.
runway or terminal) or processing capacity of aircraft – e.g. through airspace restrictions – or passengers,
e.g. at the passport control.
There is some ambiguity as to whether the right to operate a slot constitutes its ownership. As slot
sales at several airports have revealed, there is a monetary value to the entitlement at slot restricted
airports. US airlines have pledged slot entitlements as collateral to financial institutions. For example, as
part of their 2014 credit and guarantee agreement with Citibank, American Airlines and AAG pledged
slot entitlements as collateral.13
In general, constrained airport capacity can be allocated in three different ways:
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Administrative capacity management measures (administrative slot allocation, traffic
distribution rules)



Market-based capacity management measures (slot auctioning, secondary slot trading, peak
pricing)

Airport capacity can be managed through a combination of these approaches. For example, at
congested airports in the UK primary administrative slot allocation is coupled with secondary slot
trading.
The participants noted that none of the allocation approaches can ultimately deal with the problem
of excess demand for airport capacity, rather their aim is to allocate scarce capacity in the most efficient
possible way. The current policy making in the area of slot allocation mostly focuses on ensuring that the
mechanisms to allocate slots at capacity constrained sites maximise economic efficiency i.e. slots are
allocated to those airlines that can use them to the greatest benefit to the users of aviation (passengers
and air freight forwarders). This in practice means balancing a system in which the benefits of slot
concentration14 and the benefits of competition are maximised.

No capacity management mechanism
At US airports, except for three high profile exceptions (JFK International Airport and LaGuardia
Airport in New York, and Ronald Reagan National Airport in the Washington, D.C. area), carriers can
generally schedule flights as they wish, in coordination with airport operators.15 The most obvious
advantage of having no particular allocation mechanism at a congested airport is its administrative
simplicity, while the disadvantage is the potential for delays created by over-subscription of airlines to
airport slots during the busiest periods during the day.16 In 2007, the nation-wide impact of air travel
delays in the United States was estimated at over USD 30 billion, borne by the airlines, passengers, and
society at large (Ball et al., 2010).
As Starkie (2006) points out, however, the marginal costs of delays at airports dominated by one
carrier or an alliance are often overstated. This is because the delay costs that an airline imposes (by
choice, as there is no slot allocation mechanism in this case) on its own operations when it adds an
additional flight to the peak are internalised by that airline. The process of internalisation takes into
account the impact of adding the additional flight on the operating costs of all other flights the airline
operates at the airport. These costs are internalised into the airline’s business equation so they do not
constitute a negative externality to that airline (although they do to passengers and other carriers).17
Hence, the more slots are concentrated in the hands of one carrier or alliance, the smaller the externality.
In an extreme case of a monopoly airline serving the airport there will be no delay externalities, even
when the airport appears to be congested, and the economically efficient outcome is reached without
application of any market-based or other slot allocation mechanisms. This may apply to many congested
hub airports in Europe and in the Middle East which are dominated by one hub carrier (Airports
Commission, 2013a).
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Administrative capacity management measures (administrative slot allocation, traffic
distribution rules)
Administrative slot allocation
Administrative slot allocation at congested airports is by far the most commonly used method of
distributing scarce airport capacity. Under an administrative slot allocation, slots are allocated by a coordinator using a prescribed set of allocation criteria.
The International Air Transportation Association (IATA), in conjunction with the community of
airport coordinators, publishes the Worldwide Slot Guidelines (WSG) which provides guidance on which
rules should govern the allocation of slots to airlines. The WSG recommends slot allocation to be
introduced at Level 3 congested airports and include a number of key principles when allocating slots.
WSG are not a legally binding instrument and countries can follow their own local rules for allocating
slots, or complement the WSG with specific additional rules. In the European Union, for example,
Council Regulation (EEC) No 95/93 of 18 January 1993 created legally binding rules on slot allocation
closely aligned with the WSG (and which have been subsequently updated).
The participants agreed that applying a slot allocation mechanism based on the IATA WSG can
reduce congestion and, if appropriately designed, achieve significant welfare benefits for aviation users.
The WSG provides a mechanism to seek balance between the benefits of competition and the benefits of
slot concentration, which largely reflects the current industry consensus on the matter.
IATA (2017) is currently working with ACI and the Worldwide Airport Coordinators Group on a
Strategic Review of the WSG, to fully take into consideration the interest of airport operators and
passengers. Participants expect the Strategic Review to improve the WSG through the active
participation of states, airlines, airport operators, and slot coordinators.
The WSG has evolved as the industry liberalised. A particularly important policy change was the
adoption of allocating 50% of available slots to new entrants to enhance competition. Further evolution
can be expected in the future to address policy concerns related to efficient outcomes. At the 39th ICAO
Assembly in 2016, ACI, the Worldwide Airport Coordinators Group and IATA committed to collaborate
on a Strategic Review of the WSG and report to states in 2019 at the 40th assembly.
However, administrative slot allocation is economically inefficient, as it does not reflect the scarce
nature of airport slots and does not include a specific mechanism to ensure that slots are allocated to
those who attach the highest value to them, or can deliver the highest benefits to the consumers (see, for
example, DotEcon, 2006).
Moreover, the principle of slot ‘grandfathering’ – a rule which gives the right to existing slot users
to hold onto the slots they use provided they utilise their slots for at least 80% of the time – can
effectively constrain new entrants from operating from congested sites unless new capacity becomes
available. All participants agreed that these barriers to entry can be at least partially alleviated through
pairing WSG with secondary slot trading.

Traffic Distribution Rules (TDRs)
Traffic redistribution through imposition of Traffic Distribution Rules (TDRs) was also discussed.
The participants concluded that banning specific types of aviation (general or military) from civil
aviation airports can have positive impacts on air connectivity. As an example, Heathrow banned general
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aviation flights completely and freight-only flights at peak periods. In Paris, Le Bourget airport serves
general aviation and business jets, freeing up some capacity at Charles de Gaulle and Orly for additional
scheduled passenger services.
The experts also concluded that any attempt to segregate traffic usually leads to poor efficiency and
air connectivity outcomes, as demonstrated recently by TDRs imposed on the Milan airport system (see,
for example, Humphreys, 2003) or the more dated decision to move flights to/from Canada and Spain to
Gatwick from Heathrow, which had to be promptly reversed.
If TDRs are to be introduced, the experts agreed that they would have to be easy to understand and
non-discriminatory, with interventions targeted and proportionate, implemented in a transparent way
with independent and impartial overseers.

Market-based measures (slot auctioning, secondary slot trading, peak pricing)
Slot auctioning
Slot auctioning, as a market-based allocation mechanism, enables the scarce airport capacity to be
allocated to the carrier who values it most (or has the highest “willingness to pay”). If the auctioning is
appropriately designed and administered, it may allocate slots in a way that may enhance efficiency and
encourage competition between carriers.
Auctions come in many different formats, e.g. the “English auction” in which bidders successively
offer higher prices until one bidder who offers the highest price remains, or the “Dutch auction” in which
the auctioneer starts the auction with a high price and gradually lowers it until one bidder is willing to
pay. The literature suggests a number of other ways in which slots could be auctioned to airlines.
For example, Plott et al. (1989) suggests a ‘sealed-bid, one price auction’ in which sealed bids
indicating the highest price that the bidder is willing to pay are submitted and then arranged from the
highest to the lowest. The highest bids are then accepted (if five slots are auctioned, then the five highest
bids are accepted), but the winning bidders pay the price of the lowest accepted bid. If the bids reflect
carriers’ maximum willingness to pay, which is derived from the expected revenue for prospective
flights, then significant efficiency gains can be achieved.
Pricing slots is strongly opposed by airlines who perceive such an approach as another way for the
airport or the ministry in charge (or whoever sells the slots) to erode airline profit margins.
Some participants remarked that auctioning slots could potentially solve the challenge of funding
new airport capacity. Government could sell slots and use the funds to develop new infrastructure or
compensate local communities for the adverse environmental impacts of aviation (such as noise or
pollution). For such a mechanism to be effective it would have to be subject to regulatory oversight to
contain any tendency for gold-plating airport facilities. Where expansion is not feasible, revenues from
slot auctions should be regarded as a public resource, accruing to the public exchequer rather than the
airport. In the literature, an argument that airports could finance new infrastructure through slot sales is
pitched against the argument that the airport may be incentivised to ensure that the infrastructural
development lags behind demand in order to maximise the rents collected from selling scarce airport
capacity (see, for example, Sentance, 2003).
The participants discussed whether the implementation of slot auctioning in place of an
administrative slot allocation was possible in practice. The discussion stressed that it would be difficult
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to persuade the incumbent airlines to support such a move. One proposed solution would be an
introduction of a periodic withdrawal of all or a proportion of slots from incumbents and auctioning
those slots to the highest bidder (see, for example, Humphreys, 2003). This, however, bears the risk of an
extreme disruption in the airline markets, especially for airline route scheduling and for airports that rely
on long-term airline partners for their businesses. The withdrawal of slots from incumbents could be
particularly problematic wherever airlines have made significant investments in the airport infrastructure,
such as in many airports in the USA. It was also argued that slot auctioning could significantly affect the
enterprise value of airlines. Slots have been used as collateral for debts and placed on balance sheets of
airlines. Withdrawing and auctioning slots could significantly affect airlines’ business values.
A partial slot auctioning is in fact a mechanism in theory imposed on the airport in Mexico City.
The 2010 Law on Airports contains provisions (95-100) relating to the allocation of airport slots. This
included that auctioning, rather than rationing, is used to distribute slots a) whenever slots become
available due to non-use or under-use and b) if the airport is congested for three consecutive years the
law states that the airport manager should remove 10% of slots from each carrier (with the carriers able
to determine which slots should be removed) and auction these slots. This, however, is yet to happen
(OECD, 2017).
Some participants noted that the transfer of rents to airports might be problematic, particularly if the
airport operator could put slot auction revenues into the non-aeronautical till. This problem could be
solved by putting the revenues from slot auctioning into the aeronautical revenue till to offset landing
fees. Some participants also argued that slot auctioning may result in incumbent airlines obtaining the
slots anyway due to their higher slot purchasing powers and possibly the lack of genuine competitors.
For example, at the end of 2015 slots were auctioned at the Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport in
China.18 Most of the slots were bought by the nation’s four largest airlines and their affiliates for
CNY 550 million (EUR 78 million).

Secondary slot trading
Secondary trading allows airlines to trade slots which have been previously allocated to them.
Trading allocates slots to airlines who value them more highly than the previous users, hence increasing
economic efficiency in the system.19 While the European Commission released a Communication in
2008 which noted the advantages of secondary trading of slots, it is still a relatively uncommon practice
in the EU, except for the UK. This is despite the Commission’s assurances that it would not seek
infringement proceedings against “Member States where such exchanges take place in a transparent
manner, respecting all the other administrative requirements for the allocation of slots set out in the
applicable legislation.”20
In many countries secondary trading may be happening “under the table” but the extent of this is
unknown. An alternative version of secondary slot trading is when one airline buys another airline in
order to use its slots. For example, British Airways purchased bmi in 2012, hence receiving 56 valuable
slot pairs at Heathrow Airport (although it was forced to give up 14 of these pairs by the European
Commission) (European Commission, 2012).
Some participants argued that administrative allocation of slots coupled with secondary trading of
slots would deliver the greatest economic benefits of all the options discussed. However, there is also a
risk that dominant players in the market can use secondary trading to increase their market share.
According to the Centre for Aviation (CAPA, 2013), in the summer of 2001, British Airways held 36%
of the slots at Heathrow, by summer 2012 its share of slots had grown to 44.1%, largely as a result of
secondary slot trading. A report by Steer Davies Gleave (2011), commissioned by the European
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Commission, noted though that secondary trading at Heathrow increases allocative efficiency at the
airport, without an overall negative impact on competition.

Peak pricing
Charging a premium for those times of the day when demand is highest is another possible way to
alleviate delays at congested airports. This can be achieved through imposing higher landing, passenger
and/or aircraft parking-related charges during peak hours.
The price differential is intended to redistribute the demand for airport facilities towards off peak
periods and reduce congestion (Jones et al., 2004). While discussion of peak pricing has been put
forward by Levine as long ago as 1969, it has rarely been put into practice. The advantage of peak
pricing is that the capacity will be allocated to the airlines which value it the most. Additional costs will
likely be passed onto the user and thus consumers who value travelling at peak times will pay more for it
(Czerny et al. 2008).
Implementing peak pricing, however, can have a detrimental effect on connectivity. Incentivising
flights to spread across the day may dampen hub connectivity (and the benefits to the route network that
go with it – see Burghouwt, 2013). There is also a question of how effective peak pricing may be. ICAO
(2013), for example, argues that the differentials between peak and off-peak pricing have to be very large
for airlines to accept the operational inconvenience of using the airport at off-peak times. Such a
conclusion is supported by practical evidence from the use of peak pricing at major airports, such as
Heathrow.

Eliminating price discrimination against larger aircraft
Some experts noted that incentivising the use of larger aircraft by airlines can potentially reduce
capacity pressures at more congested airports. In fact, the trend toward the use of larger aircraft is already
being observed at congested airports. For example, in 2016 one in every ten passengers at London
Heathrow airport flew in an A380 (Airbus, 2017), an increase from 6% in 2014. The trend is also
reflected in aircraft orders for narrow body aircraft. For instance, for the Airbus A320 family, in 2010
13% of orders were for the bigger A321s, 74% for A320s and 13% for the smallest A319s. By 2015 this
had changed to 38% of orders for A321s, 57% for A320s and only 5% for A319s (Airbus, 2016).
The experts were clear that using larger aircraft should be an important part of the policy mix for
increasing capacity, with airports having an important role to play in combating any discrimination
against larger aircraft in their charging policies. In particular, weight-based landing fees at some
congested airports imply higher charges for bigger aircraft. This fee structure originates in revenue
generation price discrimination, and originally adopted for airport and air traffic control charging by
ICAO in the early post Second World War years appropriate for smaller and uncongested airports and
should be reviewed at capacity constrained airports.

Redistribution of traffic in multi-airport systems
Experts also discussed how governments can increase efficiencies of multi-airport systems through
redistributing traffic across airports in the same city region. In Amsterdam, for example, there have been
moves to encourage traffic to redistribute to other airports in the Netherlands, currently to Eindhoven and
in the future also to Lelystad. The focus is on moving airline operations that are not central to the hub
function of Schiphol airport. This was compared to efforts in Mexico to encourage more traffic at Toluca
airport to relieve the congested Mexico City hub.
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The participants agreed that the most productive way of encouraging such traffic redistribution is
through removing access barriers to airports, particularly in relation to surface access. This was a strategy
taken up by the UK Airports Commission which recommended to the UK Department for Transport in
2013 how surface access to low-cost airports for London could be improved to alleviate some of the
pressures on the most congested airports in the system, Heathrow and Gatwick.
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Notes

1

See ANNEX I List of Participants

2

For more information and a definition of a WSG Level 3 airport, see: www.iata.org/policy/slots/Pages/slotguidelines.aspx

3

For more details, see ITF (2014a)

4

See Frontier Economics (2014) and PwC (2013)

5

More details can be found in Herrera (2017) and Mujica et al. (2017)

6

For more details, see www.nats.aero/discover/collaborative-decision-making/ and EUROCONTROL (2017)

7

See www.eurocontrol.int/node/10666/library/cdm_brochure.pdf

8

For more information, see www.sesarju.eu/

9

For more information, see www.faa.gov/nextgen/

10

See NATS and SESAR (2017)

11

See, for example, Zografos et al. (2013)

12

For a more detailed overview of different policy levers see Burghouwt (2017), and for insights into advantages
and disadvantages of how slots are allocated at congested airports in Europe and the USA, see Adler and
Yazhemsky (2017).

13

For more details, see https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/4515/000119312515261937/d945812dex104.htm.

14

Slot concentration in the hands of one carrier or alliance can provide passengers with higher frequencies and
more available destinations. For a detailed explanation, see Burghouwt (2013).

15

The FAA tracks flight operations closely at Level 2 airports: Chicago O'Hare International Airport in Illinois, Los
Angeles International Airport, San Francisco International Airport in California, and Newark Liberty
International Airport in New Jersey. At these airports carriers are expected to seek and obtain schedule
approval from the FAA. Whilst this is done on a voluntary basis, if a carrier chooses to operate a flight
without approval from the FAA and the airport becomes designated as Level 3, the carrier will not
receive priority for any of the non-approved flights. This implies that in practice it is unlikely that all
flights at Level 2 airports are completely freely scheduled by the carriers. Airlines may also need to
consider whether there are any current or future airport infrastructure constraints as they plan flight
times.
More
information
is
available
here:
www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/ato/service_units/systemops/surface/slot_administra
tion/schedule_facilitation/.

16

More details can be found in Burghouwt (2017).

17

See Brueckner (2002, 2005), Mayer and Sinai (2003)

18

See www.uk.reuters.com/article/china-airlines-slots-idUKL8N14K03M20151231
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19

See Mott MacDonald (2006)

20

European Commission (2008), Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council,
the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on the application of
Regulation (EEC) No 95/93 on common rules for the allocation of slots at Community airports. See
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52008DC0227
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